
Aurora Prerequisities How to Create Aurora Cluster

Create VPC with at least two subnets in two different AZ 1. Open AWS console and go to RDS

Create RDS subnet group to be used by the DB cluster 2. Choose Instances

Create Security Group to provide access to the instance 3. Choose Launch DB Instance

Create DB cluste 4. Choose Aurora and click Select

MySQL Compatibility 5. Specify your DB details:

Most of the code, applications and tools working with 
MySQL will work with Aurora with little or no changes.

5.1. DB Instance class – how powerfull will it be

5.2. Multi AZ-Deployment – if you want HA

Wire-compatible with MySQL 5.6 using the InnoDB 
storage engine.

5.3. DB Instance identifier

5.4. DB username and password

Available Instances 6. Click Next Step

Instance class vCPU, Memory 7. Configure Advanced Settings

db.t2.small 1 vCPU, 2 GB RAM 7.1. Network & Security

db.t2.medium 2 vCPU, 4 GB RAM 7.2. Database options

db.r3.large 2 vCPU, 15 GB RAM 7.3. Failover, Backup, monitoring and maintenance

db.r3.xlarge 4 vCPU, 30.5 GB RAM 7.4. Click Launch DB Instance

db.r3.2xlarge 8 vCPU, 61 GB RAM

db.r3.4xlarge 16 vCPU, 122 GB RAM

db.r3.8xlarge 32 vCPU, 244 GB RAM

Naming Constraints

DB instance 
identifier

1 to 63 alphanumeric characters or hyphens
First character must be a letter
Cannot end with hyphen or contain two consecutive hyphens
Must be unique for all DB instances per account per region

Database name
1 to 64 alphanumeric characters
Cannot be a word reserved by DB engine

Master user name
1 to 16 alphanumeric characters
First character must be a letter
Cannot be a word reserved by DB engine

Master password 8 to 41 characters except of “/”, “”” or “@”

DB parameter group 
name

1 to 255 alphanumeric characters
First character must be a letter
Cannot end with hyphen or contain two consecutive hyphens

  Maximum Connections Multi AZ-Deployment

Instance Class Maximum Connections provides enhanced availability and durability for 
Database (DB) Instancesdb.t2.small 45

db.t2.medium 90 automatically replicates your volume six ways, 
across three Availability Zonesdb.r3.large 1000

db.r3.xlarge 2000 handles the loss of up to two copies of data without 
affecting database write availability and up to 
three copies without affecting read availability

db.r3.2xlarge 3000

db.r3.4xlarge 4000

db.r3.8xlarge 5000 self-healing

DB Instance failover is fully automatic and requires 
no administrative intervention



Important Aurora Limits Encrypting Aurora

Resource Limit Instances and snapshots can be encrypted

Clusters 40 AES-256 is used to encrypt data

Cluster parameter group 50 Encryption keys are managed by AWS Key 
Management Service (KMS)DB instances 40

Manual snapshots 100 All logs, backups and snapshots are encrypted if an 
instance is encryptedManual cluster snapshots 100

Read replicas per master 15 Read Replica uses the same encryption key as the 
master instance if both are in the same regionReserved instances (per month) 40

Rules per security group 20 To enable encryption for a new instance select Yes 
in the enable encryption dropdownMaximum vCPU 32

Maximum memory 244 GiB Encryption key cannot be changed for encrypted instance

Subnets group 50 If RDS loses access to the encryption key, 
encrypted DB can only be restored from backupSubnets per subnet group 20

Total storage for all DB instances 100 TB SLA

Minimum storage 10 GB Multi-AZ instances - 99,95%

Maximum table size 64 TB Service Credit Percentage - 10% or 25%

Maximum cluster volume 64 TB Paid as Service Credit 

Important CLI commands

rds create-db-instance Create new instance

rds create-db-instance-read-replica Create read replica

rds delete-db-instance Delete instance

rds delete-db-cluster Delete Aurora Cluster

rds reboot-db-instance Reboot instance

rds describe-db-instances Show all instances details

rds create-db-snapshot Create DB snapshot

rds restore-db-instance-from-db-snapshot Create a new DB instance from a DB snapshot

rds restore-db-instance-to-point-in-time Restore a DB instance to an arbitrary point in time

rds delete-db-snapshot Delete a DBSnapshot

rds failover-db-cluster Force a failover for a DB cluster

Pricing

Cost of VM Example: db.r3.large $0.320 per hour

Storage Rate $0.110 per GB-month

I/O Rate        $0.220 per 1 million requests

Backup Storage Cost of S3 $0.023 per GB *

Data Transfer OUT From RDS To Another AWS Region: $0.020 per GB

Data Transfer OUT From Amazon RDS To Internet: $0.090 per GB (or less)

Remeber that in a scenario when EC2 and RDS are in different AZs, additional cost can be added for transfer.

Examples above are calculated for the Ireland region.

It is possible to buy reserved RDS instances for 1 year of 3 years.

 * There is no additional charge for backup of up to 100% of your total Aurora database storage for a region.


